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Clearance of terrain (facilities) from explosive ERW in the territory of the Russian Federation

- Demining of various types of terrain in the Chechen and Ingush Republics
- Terrain clearance of 2173 arsenal of the RF MoD in Koltubanovsky village
- Clearance of Snegovaya Pad' neighborhood (Vladivostok)
- Terrain clearance 135 a.s.b in Sungach village Primorsky region
- Terrain clearance at 1427 tvb facility «Kiparisovo» and 581 asb «Novonezhino», Primorsky

Work Results in 2012

- Demining units engaged: about 250
- Cleared, Hectars: over 5000
- Detected and Deactivated objects: over 500 000
Demining in the Chechen and Ingushetia Republics
Main tasks of the 66th (interagency methodological) training center

- Training (re-training) of demining team leaders to clear terrain (facilities) from explosive ERW
- Breeding, raising and training canine demining units
- Training (re-training) of demining instructors
- Training (re-training) of EOD team leaders
- Development of explosive ERW and materials database
- Complex EOD associated missions
- Participation in the development of guidelines on terrain and facilities mine clearance
- Exchange of experience on EOD through international cooperation
Main tasks of the training center

- Training (retraining) of operations managers for UXO terrain (facilities) clearance;
- Training (retraining) of operations managers for training and employment of mine-searching service units;
- Training of guides and dogs of mine-searching service;
- Training of specialists for demining activities;
- Creation of information database for explosive objects and materials;
- Accomplishment of complex tasks according to the specialization of the training center;
- Participation in guideline development for UXO terrain (facility) clearance;
- International exchange of experience on problems of search and demining of explosive objects.
_regulations of the RF AF
On terrain (facilities) clearance from UXO

Methodological instructions
«On the procedures for destruction of missiles and munitions by explosion (incineration)»

Recommendations
On mine clearance (demining) of terrain from explosive objects (engineer munitions) in the Chechen Republic

Classification of munitions of the third type by the degree of risk

Classification of explosive munitions that were mainly used in the Chechen Republic
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